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Learning outcomes
The main aim of Research Design I and II is to follow and support the PhD students in designing their PhD
research project. In Research Design II it is intended that students:
- Deepen computer skills required for their research and the management of documentary sources and
gathering of the bibliography.
- Master the methodologies of advanced analysis in History.
- Are made aware of the potential and methodologies of interdisciplinary analysis.
- Develop oral and written communication skills
- Design a Research Project for their Thesis on their chosen research topic and submit it for discussion and
public evaluation at the end of the semester
Syllabus

1. Methodologies of analysis, their justification and adequacy to the project objectives.
2. Collection, storage and management of archival information and other documents. Digital research
resources and information management programs.
3. How to write a commented index proposal and a thesis plan.
4. Organization of work and research planning. The making of a research calendar.
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Each doctoral student is given theoretical or historiographical readings related to the specific needs of his
/ her Ph.D. project in response to specific requests.
Organized in a seminar format, the lectures will be essentially practical, aimed at exploring and

Evaluation Criteria

discussing, among doctoral students and professors regarding:the topic/ themes, the documentary
corpus, the methodologies and problems, in order to know, follow-up and support doctoral students in
their individual research itinerary.The evaluation is continuous, requires a minimum of 75% attendance (9
sessions), and is based on three main components that add up in the final grade:
A) Active participation in the debates and discussions, including an oral presentation of the first version of
the methodologies of analysis, commented plan of the thesis and schedule; (10% of final grade)
B) Initial report including the first version of the methodologies of analysis, commented plan of the thesis
and schedule (up to 5000 words); (35% of the final grade)
C) Thesis project to be presented in for public discussion (up to 15000 words); (55% of the final grade).

Seminars = 24 H + Tutorials = 6 H

Contact hours

Total = 30 H
Other participants in teaching
activities
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